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Executive Summary 
 

This document describes the extension and conclusion of the work in Task 3.3, regarding the 
aggregation of user contributed spatial entities in OpenStreetMap (OSM) and the automatic 
recommendation of OSM categories that describe such entities. Towards this, we implemented 
classification models that can accurately extract a new spatial entity’s characteristics, relate this entity with 
existing spatial entities within OSM and, in this way, recommend OSM categories for the new entity. 

During the first implementation iteration (see [GeoKnowD331]), we applied and evaluated classification 
and clustering techniques, defining proper training features upon which the models are trained, that 
consider semantic, spatial and textual properties of the OSM entities. We extensively evaluated three 
classification algorithms: a Support Vector Machines (SVM) classification method, a k-NN classification 
method and a hybrid clustering/k-NN algorithm for recommending OSM categories varying several 
parameters of the algorithms, as well as deploying them with different combinations of training features. 
Our experiments indicated the superiority of the SVM algorithm compared to the other two approaches; 
thus, this algorithm was adopted for the further development of the work in Task 3.3. The aforementioned 
work was implemented into a command line utility, called OSMRec. 

During the second iteration, which is described in the rest of the deliverable, we extended our 
previous work in four directions: (a) We adapted the recommendation process so that users can be 
provided with personalized category recommendations, based on their editing history in OSM; (b) We 
incorporated OSMRec, as a plugin, into JOSM, a widely used editor for OSM, so that users can exploit the 
category recommendations in real time when they add a new entity into OSM; (c) We extended the set of 
training features and performed further experiments to assess their contribution in the recommendation 
process; (d) We replaced the SVM library used by the tool with another one so that it conforms with the 
GNU General Public License. 

The layout of the document is the following.  

In Chapter 1, we introduce background knowledge on OSM, and briefly sum up our work on Task 3.3. 

In Chapter 2, we present the extended set of training features that were implemented and the 
extensive evaluation we performed on three classification approaches, varying both the utilized sets of 
features and the algorithms’ parameters. 

In Chapter 3, we present OSMRec, a utility that supports training on OSM data and recommending OSM 
categories for newly inserted spatial entities. We first describe the components of the tool and then we 
focus on presenting the (user-interactive) JOSM-plugin version of the tool. 

Finally, in Chapter 4, we conclude with some general remarks on the presented tool. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

LGDLGDLGDLGD    LinkedGeoData 

LODLODLODLOD    Linked Open Data 

OGCOGCOGCOGC    Open Geospatial Consortium (http://www.opengeospatial.org/) 

OSMOSMOSMOSM    OpenStreetMap (http://www.openstreetmap.org/) 

OWLOWLOWLOWL    OWL 2 Web Ontology Language 

RDFRDFRDFRDF    Resource Description Framework 

XMLXMLXMLXML    Extensible Markup Language 
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1. Introduction  
 

OpenStreetMap [OSM] is a community initiative for the crowdsourced production of open global maps. 
Through various authoring tools, users contribute several spatial features, such as roads, administrative 
areas, buildings, etc. These features are annotated with categories (classes) that assign semantics to them. 
Each feature may belong to multiple classes; for example, a building can be further characterized as 
restaurant, bar, or house. On top of this initiative, LinkedGeoData aims at exposing OSM datasets as Linked 
Open Data, providing dumps of the datasets, as well as an ontology that corresponds to OSM categories. In 
this document, we present OSMRec, a framework that facilitates the contribution of new spatial features 
(entities) into OSM, by recommending to users already existing OSM categories, in order to annotate newly 
inserted entities. This is important for two reasons. First, users may not be familiar with the OSM categories 
and overall nomenclature; thus searching and browsing the OSM category hierarchy to find appropriate 
categories for the feature they wish to insert may often be time consuming and frustrating to the point of 
users neglecting to add this information. Second, if an already existing category that matches the new 
feature cannot be found quickly and easily (although it exists), the user may resort instead to using his/her 
own term, resulting in synonyms that later need to be identified and dealt with.  

One of the most prominent authoring tools of OSM is JOSM [JOSM], a graphical application that allows 
users to (a) download all the spatial features (e.g. roads, buildings, stations, areas) of a geographic area 
from OSM, (b) visualize these features on a map overlay, (c) add, change or delete spatial features and (d) 
upload the changed dataset into the publicly accessible OSM map database. 

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111: : : : JOSM interfaceJOSM interfaceJOSM interfaceJOSM interface    
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Specifically, through the interface presented in Figure 1, the user can draw the geometry of a spatial 
feature. Then, she can annotate the feature with categories, in the form of key-value pairs. In the example 
depicted in Figure 1, the selected geometry is a soccer pitch annotated with the following pairs: 
{leisure=>pitch} and {sport=>soccer}. The system allows the selection of such categories from an existing 
list [OSMFeat] or the definition of new categories by the user. At this point lies the problem we address, 
which is expected in such crowdsourcing approaches: the user can define an arbitraryarbitraryarbitraryarbitrary category which (a) 
might already existalready existalready existalready exist in a slightly different form or (b) might have no actual semantic meaningno actual semantic meaningno actual semantic meaningno actual semantic meaning in the 
context of OSM and, thus, degradedegradedegradedegrade the quality of the inserted information. 

Trying to avoid this problem by restricting the category selection only to categories that already exist in 
the OSM dataset has important disadvantages. First of all, it would cancel a large part of the crowdsourcing 
character of OSM and, second, it is not guaranteed that the OSM categories, in their current form, cover 
every aspect of characterizing spatial features. Instead, the most suitable course of action is to guide the 
users during their annotation process, recommending to them already existing categories to annotate the 
new spatial entities.  

In this document, we propose such a process by applying classification and clustering models in order 
to recommend categories for new entitiesrecommend categories for new entitiesrecommend categories for new entitiesrecommend categories for new entities inserted into OSM. This recommendation should take into 
account the similarity of the new spatial entities to already existing (and annotated with categories) ones in 
several levels: spatial similarity, e.g. the number of nodes of the feature's geometry, textual similarity, e.g. 
common important keywords in the names of the features and similarities on the categories (semantic 
similarity) that characterize already annotated entities. So, for each level (spatial, textual, semantic) we 
define and implement a series of training features that represent spatial entities into a multidimensional 
space. This way, by training the aforementioned models, we are able to correlate the values of the training 
features with the categories of the spatial entities, and consequently, recommend categories for new 
features. 

In order to fully exploit the semantic relations between the categories of OSM, we consider the 
LinkedGeoData [LGD] ontology [LGDOnto] which maps OSM categories into an OWL ontology with 
equivalent classes. This way, we are able to utilize the hierarchy of the ontology, by considering direct and 
indirect classes of the spatial features into the training mechanism. We perform experiments that showcase 
the effectiveness of our models and demonstrate that our recommendation process can predict at least at least at least at least 
one correct category of a newly added spatial feature in OSM at most casesone correct category of a newly added spatial feature in OSM at most casesone correct category of a newly added spatial feature in OSM at most casesone correct category of a newly added spatial feature in OSM at most cases. 

Another aspect of the category recommendation process is the application of user context (i.e. the 
specific preferences, her actual location, and her OSM editing history) in order to provide appropriate 
recommendations. For example, consider a user A that lives in a rural area as opposed to a user B that lives 
in a city center. User A is more probable to insert into OSM entities such as roads and paths, houses with 
large gardens around them, crops fields, etc. On the other hand, user B is expected to insert large buildings 
very close to each other and of various types (households, hotels, bars, public agencies, etc). The two users 
exploit and enrich OSM in different contexts and, thus, the category recommendations must follow their 
individual contexts. To do so, we allow the users to select and combine various different recommendation 
models in order to facilitate the personalized recommendation process. As such the user implicitly trains her 
personalized model based on arbitrary areas downloaded from OSM, as well as based on her own editing 
history, i.e. the entities she has inserted and annotated into OSM. 

The aforementioned facilities are incorporated into OSMRec a utility for recommending categories for 
spatial entities, based on previously annotated entities. OSMRec supports two modes of deployment: (a) a 
generic command line utility that can be applied on arbitrary data and produce category recommendations 
and (b) a JOSM plugin, allowing the user to exploit the automatic recommendation in real-time, while she 
inserts a new entity into OSM. Further, OSMRec can be applied to support the semantic enrichment of 
generic-purpose geospatial data, beyond the strict confines of the OSM database. Consider the example of 
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an Annex III INSPIRE dataset “Buildings” which includes all publicly-owned buildings within a specific area 
(e.g. Public Buildings from geodata.gov.gr1). The user can transform the dataset in the OSM/XML format, 
import the classes from the original dataset (e.g. schools, hospitals) and the appropriate classes defined 
from the INSPIRE Data Specifications on Buildings (D2.8.III.22) for a specific feature, e.g. code list for 
classification of buildings (e.g. bunker, shed, castle). After that, the classification and enrichment using 
OSMRec is straightforward. Similarly, OSMRec can be applied for other sources of geospatial data after a 
small ETL intermediate step to transform the data in the OSM/XML format. We consider that the extension 
of OSMRec to natively support data schemas other than OSM/XML is beyond the scope of our work, since it 
would require the development of a generic purpose ETL infrastructure. In addition, we value the OSM/XML 
schema as a flexible, open, and feature-rich foundation for performing geospatial data enrichment and thus 
consider our proposed intermediate ETL step as a realistic and future-proof solution for applying OSMRec in 
diverse geospatial data sets. 

OSMRec handles the ‘Classification/Enrichment’ stage of Linked Geospatial Data Lifecycle, since it essentially 
allows the correlation of OSM categories (or Owl Classes in the LinkedGeoData version of OSM) through 
geospatial and textual features of the entities. This way it also allows the enrichment of Linked Data, since 
it facilitates the annotation of geospatial entities with categories (classes). Further, OSMRec’s functionality 
could be adapted and exploited in other stages of the LD Lifecycle, such as Quality Analysis. In this 
example, the classification algorithms can be applied to examine whether geospatial entities have been 
properly annotated with OSM categories. 

 

  

  

                                                
1 

http://geodata.gov.gr/geodata/index.php?option=com_sobi2&sobi2Task=sobi2Details&catid=17&sobi2Id=29&Itemid= 

2 http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/Data_Specifications/INSPIRE_DataSpecification_BU_v3.0.pdf 
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2. Analysis and Evaluation 
 

The goal of this work is to develop algorithms that can accurately recommend OSM categories for 
newly inserted geospatial entities, based on existing OSM data. The first step to this direction is identifying 
similarities between geospatial entities that are annotated with the same OSM categories. This is achieved 
by analysing these entities into training features that describe several characteristics of the entities: 
semantic, spatial and textual. Upon that, we utilize classification and clustering algorithms to build models 
that correlate certain categories with certain training feature values. Finally, given a new geospatial entity, 
the system is able to identify the most fitting categories, based on the values of its training features. 

In the previous deliverable [GeoKnow331] we have presented an initial set of training features, as well 
as two algorithms that were evaluated: SVM classification and clustered k-NN algorithm. Next, we present 
the extended set of training features. Also, we briefly describe the two initial algorithms, along with a third 
one, that were thoroughly evaluated in order to select the most accurate algorithm to adopt in our tool. 

2.1 Training Features 
In our scenario, the training items, namely the entities on which the recommendation models are 

trained, are the geospatial entities that have already been inserted into OSM and annotated with OSM 
categories (or, equivalently, LGD ontology classes). However, the same geospatial entity might be 
annotated with more than one class: recall the introductory example where a soccer pitch is annotated with 
the following pairs: {leisure=>pitch} and {sport=>soccer}. Thus, we consider, for each geospatial entity, as 
many training items as its classes. The items are represented uniformly, with the exception of the different 
label that corresponds to the different class. Each item is represented as a feature vector, with each feature 
corresponding to a property of the item. Next, we present the features we define. We note that those 
feature categories marked with bold are the ones that were added during the second development and 
evaluation iteration of OSMRec. 

• Geometry type. This is a boolean feature, so six positions in the feature vector are assigned to it, 
for the six distinct geometry types that we can identify: Point, LineString, Polygon, LinearRing, 
Circle and Rectangle. 

• Number of geometry points. Depending on the algorithm this might be a double precision number, 
or a set of boolean positions in the feature vector that are used to represent it. Each position 
represents a different range. In total, we define (based on a statistical analysis of the frequencies 
of entities having certain numbers of points) 13 ranges: [1-10], (10-20], (20-30], (30-40], (40-50], 
(50-75], (75-100], (100-150], (150-200], (200-300], (300-500], (500-1000], (1000-...). So, according to 
the number of points of an entity’s geometry, the proper position is set to 1, while the rest 
positions are set to 0.  

• Area of geometry. Depending on the algorithm this might be a double precision number, or a set 
of boolean positions in the feature vector that are used to represent the various ranges of areas 
we consider. We define intuitively (and considering that in this problem setting we are mainly 
interested in entities that are buildings)  24 ranges with increasing length in square meters, until 
the area of 4000m2, where we consider the 25th range of (4000-...). 

• Textual features. For each entity of the training set, we extract the textual description of its name. 
We consider each word separately and count their frequency within the dataset. Then, we sort the 
list of words in descending frequency and filter out words with frequency less than 20. Finally, we 
manually examine the remaining list and remove words without any particular meaning, e.g. 
names. What remains are special meaning identifiers, such as avenue, church, school, park, etc. 
Each of these special keywords is used as a separate boolean feature. In the Appendix (Section 
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6.1) we present a table containing several such keywords detected from an OSM dataset 
containing London, were the words are sorted according to their frequency in the dataset. 

• Mean edge lengthMean edge lengthMean edge lengthMean edge length. Depending on the algorithm this might be a double precision number, or a set 
of boolean positions in the feature vector representing different ranges of the mean length of the 
geometry’s edges. In our case, we define 23 ranges, starting from length less than 2meters and 
ending with length more than 200meters. 

• Variance of edge lengthsVariance of edge lengthsVariance of edge lengthsVariance of edge lengths. Depending on the algorithm this might be a double precision number, 
or a set of boolean positions in the feature vector representing different variations of a geometry’s 
edges from the mean value. In our case, we define 36 ranges.  

• Category featuresCategory featuresCategory featuresCategory features. This is a set of 1421 boolean features, each one corresponding to one of the 
OSM categories (LGD classes). Of course, since in this case OSM categories are used both as 
training labels and as training features it would be unfair to be used in the evaluation of the 
algorithms. That is because, we would essentially use information that we want or predict as a 
means to predict (training features). So, these features are not included during the evaluation of 
the algorithms. However, they are expected to be quite useful in the following real world scenario: 
Let a user create a building geometry within JOSM. The user would like to have some category 
recommendations in order to add them in the description of the geometry. Upon the selection of a 
recommended category, it would be appropriate for the model to take into account this category 
in order to recommend more categories. In this case, the feature vector of the entity under 
consideration should also include the category features and the model should include them in the 
recommendation process. 

• RelationRelationRelationRelation    FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures: A relation in OSM is an element that consist of one or more tags and an 
ordered list of members which is used to define and model logical (and usually local) or 
geographic relationships between other elements. The types of relations are the following: route, 
multipolygon, boundary and restriction. We have mapped these relations to corresponding features 
and, except from the aforementioned four features, we added one more for no type or incomplete 
relations. Thus, this is a boolean feature, so six positions in the feature vector are assigned to it, for 
the 5 distinct relations that we identify. 

We should note here that we select different representations (double precision number or set of 
boolean features) in order to favour the functionality of the different models and similarity functions we 
apply. Namely, we consider boolean features in the case of SVM to facilitate the effectiveness of the 
training model, since it is well known that such models perform better when the input feature vectors are 
vertically normalized within (or at least close) to the interval [0,1]. That is, defining several area ranges 
corresponding to separate feature positions, we allow the model to correlate these different areas (feature 
positions) with different training classes. This way, we expect to obtain a more qualitative and detailed 
model than we would have if we just used the actual value of number of points or area of geometry. On 
the other hand, in the case of clustering or applying k-NN algorithm, where similarity measures such as the 
Euclidean distance or the Cosine similarity are applied, using the exact value of a feature (e.g. area of 
geometry) is preferable in order to better quantify the difference between two entities.  

2.2 Algorithms 
The general methodology is based on training classification models on previously annotated (with 

categories) geospatial entities. These models are then applied to predict, for a new geospatial entity, the 
categories it belongs to. Through this process, geospatial entities are mapped into a multidimensional 
feature vector, with each feature representing a semantic, geospatial or textual property of the entity. This 
way, the models are able to correlate the classes of the entities with values of their training features. We 
have implemented and evaluated the following three algorithms: 
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• The first algorithm, SVM classification on geospatial featuresSVM classification on geospatial featuresSVM classification on geospatial featuresSVM classification on geospatial features, considers as training items the 
geospatial entities themselves and applies multiclass SVM classification, using LIBLINEAR [LIBL]. 
The method maps the training entities into a multidimensional feature space and aims at 
finding the optimal hyperplanes that discriminated the entities belonging to different 
categories. The optimality of the hyperplane depends on the selected parameter C, which 
adjusts the trade-off between misclassified training entities and optimal discrimination of 
correctly classified entities.  

• The second algorithm, kkkk----NN algorithm on clustered categoriesNN algorithm on clustered categoriesNN algorithm on clustered categoriesNN algorithm on clustered categories, first clusters geospatial 
entities, to identify groups of similar entities, based on the training features that represent 
them. Then, it performs a k-NN algorithm that, for each new geospatial entity, finds the most 
similar cluster. To do so, each cluster is represented by its centroid, that is a feature vector that 
averages the values of all entities assigned to the respective cluster. 

• The third algorithm is the naïve approach of performing k-NN on the initial set of training 
entities. That is, it compares the new entity with each one of the training entities and 
recommends the categories that characterize the most similar training entities. 

2.3 Evaluation and algorithm selection 

2.3.1 Dataset and Methodology 
We performed our evaluation on a subset of OSM data covering Athens, Greece, which we exported 

through the Overpass API [OSMApi] from OSM’s site [OSM]. The dataset contains overall 111,491111,491111,491111,491 geospatial 
entities which were properly divided into trainingtrainingtrainingtraining, validationvalidationvalidationvalidation and testtesttesttest sets, as will be demonstrated next. 
The total number of distinct OSM categories/classes where 1111,,,,421421421421. 

The dataset is partitioned into five subsets of similar sizes, denoted as S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5. Then, 
combining each time different subsets to make (a) the training, (b) the validation and (c) the test set, we 
create five different arrangements for five-fold cross-validation, as presented in Error! Reference source Error! Reference source Error! Reference source Error! Reference source 
not found.not found.not found.not found.. In every fold, the validation set was used to tune the parameters of the classification model 
and the test set was the one where the actual evaluation of the method was performed. This process 
ensures the generalization of the evaluation results size: (a) at each fold, different parts of the dataset 
constitute the training and the test data, and (b) the optimization of the model is performed on a different 
subset (validation set) than the evaluation set. 

Table Table Table Table 1111: Dataset partition: Dataset partition: Dataset partition: Dataset partition    

Folds  Training set  Validation set  Test set 

Fold1  {S1, S2, S3}  S4  S5 

Fold2 {S2, S3, S4}  S5  S1 

Fold3 {S3, S4, S5}  S1  S2 

Fold4 {S4, S5, S1}  S2  S3 

Fold5  {S5, S1, S2}  S3  S4 

 

As our evaluation measure, we consider the precision of category recommendations, i.e. the ratio of 
correct recommendations to the total recommendations:  

� �
#�������	�
������	�������
�����

#���
�	�
������	�������
�����
 

We consider three variations of the measure, depending on how strictly we define the correct category 
recommendations: 
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• P1: In this case, a recommendation is considered correct if the recommended category with the 
highest rank from the recommendation model is indeed a category that characterizes the test 
geospatial entity. 

• P5: In this case, a recommendation is considered correct if one of the fiveone of the fiveone of the fiveone of the five recommended 
categories with the highest rank from the recommendation model is indeed a category that 
characterizes the test geospatial entity.  

• P10: Similarly, a recommendation is considered correct if one of the tone of the tone of the tone of the tenenenen recommended categories 
with the highest rank from the recommendation model is indeed a category that characterizes the 
test geospatial entity. 

2.3.2 Experimental Results 
Next, we present the evaluation of the precision achieved by the three recommendation algorithms 

described in Section 2.2, that is the SVM classification, the clustered k-NN and the plain k-NN algorithm. We 
note again, that for the comparison of the algorithms and the selection of the most fitting one, we did not 
take into account training of the algorithms where Category features where used. 

We performed two rounds of experiments for the SVM and the clustered k-NN methods. The first one 
regarded optimizing the classification model by training it with different parameterizations on C (trade-off 
parameter between the margin size and training error of the algorithm) and K (the number of clusters) 
respectively. After obtaining, through the 5-fold validation, the optimal parameters on the validation set, we 
run the actual evaluation of the recommendation model, using the three precision measure variations 
defined above. Note that the plain k-NN algorithm is a purely memory based algorithms, so it requires no 
training or tuning. The results for the best performing configuration, for each algorithm are given in Error! Error! Error! Error! 
Reference source not found.Reference source not found.Reference source not found.Reference source not found.. 

Table Table Table Table 2222: Precision values for : Precision values for : Precision values for : Precision values for ththththe evaluated algorithmse evaluated algorithmse evaluated algorithmse evaluated algorithms    

  Validation set Test set 

Algorithms P
1
 P

1
 P

5
 P

10
 

SVM    79.54 79.04 87.90 92.07 

k-NN    - 65.53 73.03 78.05 

Clustered k-NN    74.89 57.04 66.04 66.04 

 

It is obvious that SVM outperforms by far the other two algorithms, thus, it is adopted as the only 
algorithm deployed by OSMRec. Regarding the strictest measure (P1), the recommendation model achieves 
precision of 79%79%79%79%, which is a very good result, considering that it is measured on real-world OSM data 
without any restrictions that might favour the method. Further, when we consider the other two measures, 
the precision becomes even higher, reaching 88%88%88%88% and 92%92%92%92% for P5 and P10 respectively. Given that 
recommending 5 or 10 categories to the user is a realistic option, P5 and P10 are suitable for evaluating in a 
real-world application, and thus the effectiveness of the system may prove to be very high. 

Another observation is that the attempted refinement of the k-NN algorithm by introducing a first 
clustering step fails, since it reduces the precision of the plain k-NN algorithm. This can be probably 
attributed to the sparseness of the feature vectors (representing spatial entities) that leads to poor 
clustering results. 

Finally, we note that the extensive set of experiments we performed, with detailed description of the 
parameterization of the algorithms, is provided in Appendix, Section 6.3. 
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3.  OSMRec Tool for Categories 
Recommendation 
 

In this chapter we present OSMRec, a software tool that trains on a set of spatial entities annotated 
with categories (classes) and provided category recommendation for new spatial entities. OSMRec supports 
two modes of deployment: (a) a generic command line utility that allows the training and recommendation 
of arbitrary data, as long as they are formatted on the required input format (OSM/XML) and (b) a JOSM 
plugin which allows the real time recommendation of OSM categories for spatial entities created within the 
JOSM user interface. The former has been presented in Deliverable 3.3.1 [GeoKnowD331]. The latter is 
presented next, along with our personalization extensions that allow context based category 
recommendations. 

3.1 Context based category classification and recommendation 
User preferences, context and perception of things play a crucial role in the process of annotating 

geospatial entities. Revisiting the example in Section 1, if a user A lives in a rural area whereas a user B 
lives in a city center, they are expected to insert into OSM and annotate spatial entities of different 
categories. Moreover, a road that is considered as “street” in one city, might be considered as “avenue” in 
another. Thus, user context should be taken into account and the classification of entities and category 
recommendation processes should be adapted/personalized according to it. 

In order to introduce the context based personalization, we follow a hybrid solution, where the user is 
able to train multiple recommendation models and combine them respectively, according to her 
preferences and/or setting. Specifically, we offer the following model training options: 

• Training on areaTraining on areaTraining on areaTraining on area: The user is able to train a recommendation model on the spatial entities of 
an area that is downloaded from OSM. 

• Training on userTraining on userTraining on userTraining on user’s’s’s’s    editing historyediting historyediting historyediting history: The user is able to download her editing history in OSM 
and train a personalized model that takes into account only the spatial entities she has 
inserted or edited in OSM.  

• Training on user’s editing history in an areaTraining on user’s editing history in an areaTraining on user’s editing history in an areaTraining on user’s editing history in an area: This option essentially combines the two 
aforementioned options. It trains a model only on the user’s spatial entities that are contained 
in the downloaded OSM area. 

 

As soon as the user has trained the recommendation models, she is able to select the preferable 
model to obtain a list of category recommendations from. Further, the user is able to combine two or more 
models, in order to get a combined list of recommendations. In this case, the user is allowed to provide 
specific weights for each model, according to which the partial recommendations lists are weighted and 
merged.  

Specifically, the category ranking and merging process is as follows: each model i produces a ranked 
list Li of N category recommendations. Each category is assigned a pseudo-score according to their position 
in the ranking:  

score(C
1
Ai )= N, score(C

2
Bi)= (N – 1), …., score(C

N
Yi)= 1 

where Cj 
Xi the category X in ranking position j for model i. Then, all categories from all rankings are 

considered and their final ranking score for each category is calculated as the weighted sum of its scores in 
each ranking:  
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score(CA) = w1 * score(CA1) + w2 * score(CA2) + … + wM * score(CAM)  

where M the total number of models applied. 

3.2 Implementation Information and Integrated Tools 
OSMRec [OSMRec] is implemented in Java, as a command line application and as a JOSM plugin for 

training recommendation models and producing OSM categories recommendations for geospatial entities. It 
consists of two core components: the Training Training Training Training ModuleModuleModuleModule and the Recommendations Recommendations Recommendations Recommendations ModuleModuleModuleModule. The former 
runs an offline process that takes as training input an OSM dataset and produces as output a classification 
model. The latter component takes as input a set of geospatial entities, formatted according to the OSM 
XML format [OSMXML], as well as the trained model, and produces a set of categories that are the model’s 
recommendation for tagging each geospatial entity from the input set.  

OSMRec uses the following external tools for the classification/clustering tasks and for handling 
geospatial data respectively: 

• LIBLINEAR LIBLINEAR LIBLINEAR LIBLINEAR (Java version) is a linear classifier for data with millions of instances and features and a 

library for solving large-scale regularized linear classification and regression. It currently supports: 

o L2-regularized logistic regression/L2-loss support vector classification/L1-loss support vector 

classification 

o L1-regularized L2-loss support vector classification/L1-regularized logistic regression  

o L2-regularized L2-loss support vector regression/L1-loss support vector regression 

o Multi-class classification: 1) one-vs-the rest, 2) Crammer & Singer 

The learning module allows the configuration of several parameters. The classification module can 
be used to apply the learned model to new examples. OSMRec incorporates Liblinear in and 
utilizes the multiclass classification for predicting the classes of the newly added instances in OSM. 

• GeoToolsGeoToolsGeoToolsGeoTools. GeoTools [GeoTools] is an open source (LGPL) Java library, which provides standards 
compliant methods for geospatial data management comparable to those implemented in 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS). 

• Java Topology Suite Java Topology Suite Java Topology Suite Java Topology Suite (JTS)(JTS)(JTS)(JTS). The JTS Topology Suite [JTS] is an API of 2D geospatial predicates and 
functions, conforming to the OGC Simple Features Specification for SQL. JTS is open source (under 
the LGPL license) and provides a complete implementation of fundamental 2D geospatial 
algorithms written in Java. 

• Apache Lucene. Apache Lucene. Apache Lucene. Apache Lucene. Apache Lucene [APACHE] is a high-performance, full-featured text search engine 
library written entirely in Java. In our case, Lucene is utilized for stemming the names of the spatial 
entities and producing Textual features.  

• LanguageLanguageLanguageLanguage----detectiondetectiondetectiondetection. It is a language detection library [LANG] implemented in plain Java that 
offers over 99% detection precision for 53 languages. This library is utilized in order to be able to 
identify the language and apply the proper stemming process, to produce Textual features. 

3.3 Input/Output 
Both the Training and the Recommendations Module take as their main input OSM/XML files. That is, in 

order to identify geospatial entities, either for training the recommendations model or for recommending 
classes for these entities, they need to parse a file of the aforementioned format. An example of this 
format is given in Section 6.2 of the Appendix, where a snippet of data containing OSM nodes (points) and 
ways (linestrings) is presented. Apart from that, the Training Module produces as output a file that contains 
the trained model. This file is taken as input by the Recommendations Module. We note here that, although 
it is required that the input data conform to the OSM/XML format, this restriction does not limit the kind or 
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provenance of data: any arbitrary dataset can be transformed to the proper XML format and be utilized in 
OSMRec. 

Finally, in the case of the command line utility, the Recommendations Module produces as output a 
result file that contains one result line per geospatial entity that required categories recommendation. The 
line contains the geospatial entity’s ID and a ranked list of categories recommendations. The format of each 
line is the following: 

“spatial entity ID” “class1”,”class2”,… 

In the case of the JOSM plugin, the output are, again, OSM/XML formatted data than can be uploaded on 
OSM. 

3.4 Components 
OSMRec consists of eight basic components as depicted in Figure 2 and described next: 

• CommandCommandCommandCommand----line interface line interface line interface line interface CCCComponentomponentomponentomponent. It takes input parameters specifying the type of execution of 
the program. Possible options are the training of a model from an OSM file, testing an already 
trained model, or executing both aforementioned operations. The user can also select a clustering 
parameter and define the desirable average number of instances per cluster for the clustering 
process. This component also implements the recommendation mechanism that provides the user 
with the recommended classes of the new instances. The output and results are all shown at the 
command line and output files. 

• Plugin Interface Component.Plugin Interface Component.Plugin Interface Component.Plugin Interface Component. This component comprises the graphical user interface and is 
implemented as a plugin in JOSM. It provides all necessary functionality for interacting with the map 
and prepares the OSM data (downloaded through JOSM) to be used by the core of OSMRec. It 
provides panels for the input of the training configuration and the model settings and also has a 
recommendation panel to help the user add automatically the recommended categories of the new 
instances. These categories are added as tags in the selected OSM entity, in order to be consistent 
with the core interface of JOSM. 

• OSMContainer OSMContainer OSMContainer OSMContainer CCCComponentomponentomponentomponent. This component is responsible for holding all properties and metadata 
(IDs, timestamps, user ids, geometries, etc.) about all the instances parsed from the OSM file. 

• Parsers Parsers Parsers Parsers CCCComponentomponentomponentomponent. The main objective of this component is to parse the provided OSM file and 
extract all the necessary data, concerning nodes and ways. It loads into the OSMContainer the 
appropriate information concerning geometries, tags, IDs, etc. This component also processes 
specific files and computes the ontology hierarchy and indirect class relationships extracted from an 
XML file containing this information. It also extracts and loads in memory the LGD mapping 
between the OSM tags and their corresponding classes. Furthermore, it loads a list of common 
name occurrences obtained from statistical measures on the OSM data of London and Athens. 

• Core ComponentCore ComponentCore ComponentCore Component. This component implements the construction of all the necessary input formats 
for the classification process. It prepares the data constructing appropriate vectors for each instance 
of the OSM file. Every dimension of each vector represents a feature of the respective OSM entity. 
The produced features belong to four categories: the class relationship features, the geometry  
features, the relations features and the textual features. The produced data structures are used with 
LIBLINEAR to carry out the training and testing of the model. The results of these operations are 
shown through the command line to the user. 

• Features Component. Features Component. Features Component. Features Component. This component holds the functionality for the feature construction. It is 
implemented in a modular way to allow feature selection for the vectors that will be constructed. It 
currently allows to select any combination between class, geometry, relation and textual features.  

• ScoringScoringScoringScoring. The scoring component is a mechanism that computes scores for different configurations 
of the execution in order to decide the optimal parameters for the training process. When the best 
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score is computed the final training process takes place and produces the best possible model for 
the classification process. 

• Analyzer. Analyzer. Analyzer. Analyzer. The analyzer is a component that helps the configuration of the textual features 
construction. It takes all the name tags of the OSM file instances and executes a language detection 
process for each name. Upon that, it excludes any name that might be present in a stop word list. 
Then, the remaining names are normalized by removing any special characters that might exist and 
then the names pass a stemming process. The final versions of the name tags are then saved to a 
file and the user can further modify the produced list. The tool also provides methods for getting 
the top-k most frequent terms and terms with frequency higher than N 

    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222: : : : Components of OSMRecComponents of OSMRecComponents of OSMRecComponents of OSMRec        
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3.5 Usage Manual 
As mentioned previously, OSMRec now supports two modes of operation: a) A command line utility 

where the user can configure the parameters of the tool, provide a set of spatial entities and the tool 
returns, for each entity, a list of recommended categories to annotate with; b) A JOSM plugin, implementing 
graphical user interfaces for training the recommendation model and for obtaining recommendations for 
spatial entities selected within JOSM interface. For reasons of completeness, next, we repeat the installation 
and execution instructions of the command line utility, before describing the installation and usage of the 
newly implemented JOSM-plugin version of OSMRec. 

3.5.1 Command line OSMRec 

3.5.1.1 Installation Instructions 

The prototype version of OSMRec is publicly available, including the entire Java source code as well as 
a .JAR package that contains executable binaries [OSMRec]. The JAR package can be run directly, given that 
Java JRE (or SDK) 1.7 (or later) are installed. OSMRec comes in two versions, one for Windows (successfully 
tested in Windows 7 64bit) and one for Linux (successfully tested in Ubuntu 12.04) environments. The tool's 
code is organized in a Maven Project that can be directly loaded into an IDE (e.g. NetBeans) and be further 
developed. 

3.5.1.2 Execution 

In order to use OSMRec the following steps are to be required: 

1. Open a terminal window and navigate to the directory where OSMRec has been extracted.  
2. Verify that Java JRE (or SDK) ver 1.7 or later is installed. Currently installed version of Java can be 

checked using: java –version from the command line. 
3. In case you want to train a recommendation model on a given OSM dataset, run the following 

command: 
java -cp lib/*; OSMRec.jar –i “InputFile” [-c “ConfParameter” –m “Model”] 

where InputFile is the name of the OSM XML file that contains the training data. ConfParameter is 
an optional parameter, which, when set, defines the trade-off parameter between the margin size 
and training error of the algorithm. If not set, the tool runs several configurations of the algorithm 
and selects the optimal trade-off parameter that results from testing the several configurations. 
Finally, Model is an optional parameter where the user sets the name of the file where the trained 
model will be written. This parameter is useful when the user wants to train several different 
models on different training data, and select the proper model each time they want to produce 
recommendations. If not set, the parameter-model file name is assigned a default value. 

4. In case you want to produce category recommendations for a set of OSM geospatial entities: 
 
java -cp lib/*; OSMRec.jar –test [–m “Model” –o “OutputFile”] 
 

where Model corresponds to the same parameter as in (3.) and can be set by the user in order to 
select a specific model file. Finally, OutputFile is an optional parameter that assigns the name of 
the output-result file. If not set, the file is named: “output.txt”. 
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3.5.2 JOSM-plugin OSMRec 

3.5.2.1 Installation Instructions 

OSMRec is implemented as any other JOSM plugin, so the process of installing it follows the JOSM 
guidelines, provided in [JOSMplug]. 

3.5.2.2 Usage 

Next, we demonstrate the usage of the software through the graphical user interface provided in the 
plugin version. 

OSMRec plugin is accessed from Tools → OSM Recommendation tab in JOSM menu bar. 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333: Opening OSMRec plugin: Opening OSMRec plugin: Opening OSMRec plugin: Opening OSMRec plugin    

The plugin opens as a toggle box at the right side, under the rest of the JOSM toggle boxes. It provides 
two facilities: (a) training recommendation models and (b) obtaining category recommendations for 
entities. 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444: : : : OSMRec Plugin Toggle BoxOSMRec Plugin Toggle BoxOSMRec Plugin Toggle BoxOSMRec Plugin Toggle Box    
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For training recommendation models, after clicking the “Train a Model” button, the training 
configuration for the SVM model pops up (Figure 5). In this panel the user inputs: (a) the OSM file 
(consisting of OSM entities already annotated with categories) on which she wants to train the model; (b) 
Optionally the C parameter for the SVM classification algorithm. If the user does not provide the c 
parameter, the system runs a cross-validation process against a set of different c parameters and evaluates 
the best C. The model with the best c is kept; (c) Maximum thresholds for the textual training features. For 
the latter, there are two options: the top-K terms of the produced textual list or the terms with frequency 
greater than the value provided.  

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555: : : : Training configuration panelTraining configuration panelTraining configuration panelTraining configuration panel    

 

The user is also able to train a model on the editing history of a specific user (Figure 6). The user inputs 
her username and selects between area or history training. The area training extracts all the entities edited 
by the given username from the previously downloaded OSM file. The “by time” training, extracts the user 
edits from the past days provided in the respective field and independently on which geographic area they 
have been performed.  

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666: : : : Training Training Training Training on user editing historyon user editing historyon user editing historyon user editing history    
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When the required fields are filled, the user must click “Accept Configuration” in order to validate the 
input and the training process can start by clicking the “Train Model” button. 

 

For the actual category recommendation process on newly inserted spatial entities, we return to the 
initial JOSM UI. The user can select an entity or draw a new entity on the map and ask for 
recommendations by clicking the “Add Recommendation” button. The recommendation panel opens and 
the plugin automatically loads the appropriate SVM model based on the selected object data. The user is 
given the option to utilize existing category tags of the entity as training features in the recommendation 
process 

The recommendation panel provides a list with the top-10 recommended categories and the user can 
select from this list and click “Add and continue”. As a result the selected category is added to the OSM 
tags. By the time the user adds a new tag at the selected object, a new vector is computed for that OSM 
instance in order to recalculate the predictions and display an updated list of recommendations (taking into 
account the previously selected categories/tags, as extra training information). 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 7777: : : : Recommendation panelRecommendation panelRecommendation panelRecommendation panel    

 
Further, OSMRec provides functionality for allowing the user to choose a custom model or combining 

different training models. By clicking the “Model Settings” button the model settings panel opens and the 
user can choose to use a single model or combine several SVM models (Figure 8).  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 8888: : : : Model selection panelModel selection panelModel selection panelModel selection panel    

 

The “Combine different models” checkbox allows the user to choose and combine different models 
produced by the training process. This way, the user can personalize the recommendation process by 
creating allowing the combination of personalized training models and models trained on specific 
geographic areas of OSM. 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 9999: : : : Model combination panelModel combination panelModel combination panelModel combination panel    
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After adding the models in the list the user provides weights for each model in order to prioritize the 
contribution of each model in the recommendation process. The “Set Weights/Normalize” button validates 
the provided weights and normalizes them, so their sum is 1 (Figure 10). 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 10101010: Normalize: Normalize: Normalize: Normalized composite training modeld composite training modeld composite training modeld composite training model    

 
Finally, after clicking the “OK” button, a new list of recommendations is computed and displayed on 

the recommendation panel, derived from the combination of models and the category ranking merging 
process described in Section 3.1. 

 

3.6 Licensing 
The OSMRec software is provided as free software and its current version (including the Java source 

code and sample data) is available from github [OSMRec]. It can be redistributed and/or modified under the 
terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3.0 
of the License, or (optionally) any later version.  
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4.  Conclusions 
 

In this deliverable, we presented the extensions and enhancements that were performed on OSMRec 
during the second iteration of development. The first version of the software focused on implementing a 
generic command line utility for recommending categories for spatial entities, based on already annotated, 
training data.  

During the second iteration, we built on the initial tool, extending it into a plugin for JOSM, a widely 
used OSM editor. Further, we introduced context based classification of entities and category 
recommendations, by allowing the users to train personalized models on their editing history and to 
combine several models in order to get personalized recommendations. The eventually adopted 
recommendation algorithm, an SVM classification algorithm that utilizes a combination of spatial, textual 
and category training features was thoroughly assessed and compared with other two options and proved 
to be rather effective on real OSM datasets.  

The JOSM plugin is a ready-to-use tool that provides real time category recommendations within the 
JOSM graphical user interface. On the other hand, the command line utility version is a generic tool that can 
run on arbitrary datasets, as long as they have been transformed into the OSM/XML format, and provide 
category recommendations for spatial entities. Our future work focuses on implementing OSMRec as a 
service. 
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6. Appendix 
 

6.1 Frequent Words  
Table Table Table Table 3333: : : : Frequent words extracted by entities’ names in OSM data from LondonFrequent words extracted by entities’ names in OSM data from LondonFrequent words extracted by entities’ names in OSM data from LondonFrequent words extracted by entities’ names in OSM data from London    

Rank Term Rank Term Rank Term Rank Term 

1 Road 26 Walk 51 Royal 76 Farm 

2 Street 27 Station 52 Victoria 77 Brook 

3 Close 28 London 53 College 78 Tesco 

4 Avenue 29 Square 54 Wood 79 Yard 

5 The 30 North 55 End 80 Row 

6 Lane 31 West 56 Cross 81 Palace 

7 Way 32 of 57 Club 82 Corner 

8 Gardens 33 and 58 City 83 Roundabout 

9 Park 34 East 59 River 84 Community 

10 House 35 Bridge 60 Bar 85 line 

11 Court 36 Terrace 61 Express 86 Upper 

12 Place 37 Primary 62 Hotel 87 John 

13 Line 38 South 63 Oak 88 Eastern 

14 Hill 39 Rd 64 Arms 89 Branch) 

15 St 40 Hall 65 Railway 90 the 

16 Drive 41 Great 66 Saint 91 Garden 

17 School 42 New 67 District 92 Town 

18 Grove 43 Old 68 Hospital 93 King 

19 & 44 Estate 69 Rise 94 Vale 

20 Centre 45 St. 70 Food 95 Tower 

21 Church 46 Cafe 71 Common 96 Valley 

22 Green 47 Main 72 Lodge 97 Broadway 

23 Crescent 48 Manor 73 Harrow 98 Approach 

24 Mews 49 Gate 74 Lea 99 Office 

25 High 50 Central 75 Library 100 Kingston 

 

6.2 OSM XML Data Example 
 
<node id="282879079" visible="true" version="5" changeset="19015450" timestamp="2013-11-
20T14:55:00Z" user="Amaroussi" uid="1016290" lat="51.4834258" lon="-0.0007647"/> 
 <node id="2640272481" visible="true" version="1" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:28Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4887647" lon="0.0077299"/> 
 <node id="2640272599" visible="true" version="1" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:40Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4906461" lon="0.0089459"/> 
 <node id="416442027" visible="true" version="2" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:50Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4891150" lon="0.0061899"/> 
 <node id="2640272482" visible="true" version="1" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:29Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4887753" lon="0.0085421"/> 
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 <node id="2640272487" visible="true" version="1" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:29Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4891241" lon="0.0077098"/> 
 <node id="2640272498" visible="true" version="1" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:29Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4894248" lon="0.0089059"/> 
 <node id="2640272515" visible="true" version="1" changeset="20238921" timestamp="2014-01-
27T23:10:29Z" user="Paul The Archivist" uid="82783" lat="51.4895132" lon="0.0099980"/> 
 <way id="10404213" visible="true" version="4" changeset="457623" timestamp="2009-04-
12T20:52:27Z" user="UrbanRambler" uid="88718"> 
  <nd ref="88787158"/> 
  <nd ref="88787159"/> 
  <tag k="created_by" v="Potlatch 0.10f"/> 
  <tag k="highway" v="footway"/> 
  <tag k="name" v="Woodland Walk"/> 
 </way> 
 <way id="10404239" visible="true" version="6" changeset="2307079" timestamp="2009-08-
29T22:39:21Z" user="Smalltown2000" uid="165066"> 
  <nd ref="88786324"/> 
  <nd ref="88787063"/> 
  <nd ref="373447156"/> 
  <nd ref="88787064"/> 
  <nd ref="88787065"/> 
  <nd ref="88787344"/> 
  <nd ref="88787066"/> 
  <nd ref="88787067"/> 
  <tag k="created_by" v="Potlatch alpha"/> 
  <tag k="highway" v="residential"/> 
  <tag k="name" v="Tuskar Street"/> 
 </way> 
 <way id="10404264" visible="true" version="2" changeset="709689" timestamp="2008-09-
27T22:53:43Z" user="Ben_C" uid="57618"> 
  <nd ref="88787069"/> 
  <nd ref="88787070"/> 
  <nd ref="88787114"/> 
  <tag k="created_by" v="Potlatch alpha"/> 
  <tag k="highway" v="residential"/> 
  <tag k="name" v="Earlswood Street"/> 
 </way> 
 <way id="10404266" visible="true" version="4" changeset="582565" timestamp="2009-04-
16T20:06:49Z" user="UrbanRambler" uid="88718"> 
  <nd ref="88787729"/> 
  <nd ref="378283025"/> 
  <nd ref="378284471"/> 
  <nd ref="88787730"/> 
  <tag k="created_by" v="Potlatch 0.10f"/> 
  <tag k="highway" v="residential"/> 
  <tag k="name" v="Tyler Street"/> 
 </way> 

 

 

6.3 Extensive evaluation 
We performed our evaluation on a subset of OSM data covering Athens, Greece. The dataset contains 

overall 111,491111,491111,491111,491 geospatial entities which were properly divided into trainingtrainingtrainingtraining, validationvalidationvalidationvalidation and testtesttesttest sets, as 
will be demonstrated next. The total number of distinct OSM categories/classes where 1111,421,421,421,421. We note that 
the evaluation was performed with SVMmulticlass [SVMMulti]. However, in the final version of OSMRec, the 
classification library was replaced with LIBLINEAR, so that it conforms with GPL3 license. Next, we describe 
each sub-experiment we performed, on different configurations of the three different evaluated algorithms 
that were described in Section 2. 
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6.3.1 SVM 
In this case, we employed SVM classification on the OSM entities using a training set of OSM entities 

expressed as feature vectors, with each feature corresponding to a property of the item. We chose margin 
rescaling and zero/one function for loss, 1-slack algorithm (dual) with constraint cache, the tolerance for 
termination criterion was set to 0.1 and we chose linear kernel function.  

The model produced from the SVM training process was then used to classify the test sets. The feature 
vectors of all validation and test sets did not contain any features regarding their direct class or indirect 
relationships or their OSM relations. In some cases we use the class and relation features in the train sets in 
order to test the quality of the produced model and the only difference between train and test sets in all 
configurations is that the test sets have no features regarding their classes and relations.  We ran each 
configuration for a set of different c parameters defining the trade-off between training error and margin.  

6.3.1.1 Configuration 1 

Firstly we constructed feature vectors containing only the geometry information about the OSM 
entities, without any class, relation or textual features in the vectors. In this experiment we also excluded 
the mean and variance geometry features from the vector. The results showing the achieved precision are 
the following: 

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 60.5549 61.2392 66.4647 70.0318 

30 46.6980 51.5649 68.5185 72.1908 

1000 60.7430 61.3565 68.2062 72.4938 

40000 45.8473 50.4607 66.8793 71.7140 

60000 61.5786 61.4697 67.7308 71.6997 

100000 61.6217 61.7392 67.1113 70.4272 

120000 47.3358 65.9050 65.9050 70.9638 

150000 47.7305 52.3367 64.6740 70.4711 

170000 63.0456 61.4290 67.1871 71.3920 

200000 47.7544 50.4177 66.5126 70.9048 

 

6.3.1.2 Configuration 2 

We applied the second configuration using the geometry features without the features regarding mean 
and variance values and we added the textual information extracted from the names of the entities. The 
vectors in train, validation and test sets do not contain any features regarding their class and relation 
properties. The precision achieved is shown below, and is the best achieving configuration in the whole set 
of experiments, on all evaluated methods:    

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 64.234 65.552 77.32 80.054 

30 65.108 66.552 80.828 85.134 
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1000 72.896 71.918 83.278 88.564 

40000 78.43 78.194 87.706 92.652 

60000 78.748 78.562 87.354 90.89 

100000 79.062 79.278 87.272 90.69 

120000 79.056 87.556 87.556 92.148 

150000 79.328 78.956 88.124 92.204 

170000 79.444 78.998 88.376 92.276 

200000 79.536 79.04 87.9 92.072 

 

6.3.1.3 Configuration 3 

In this case we added class and OSM relation properties in the feature vectors and in the geometry 
features we added the mean and variance values as doubles in two single features. As mentioned above 
the class and relation features exist only in the train sets. The results are the following:  

c param  Validation set  Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 33.86672 35.96456 72.83888 76.33094 

10 35.12488 36.6305 77.93174 83.19728 

20 33.92558 35.9919 78.8819 85.47242 

30 35.02354 37.805 79.44056 84.83422 

50 45.15966 50.34916 78.9533 86.09112 

100 58.29506 59.14108 79.85666 85.7882 

150 62.49172 79.65018 79.65018 86.06688 

200 62.9232 62.90802 80.33742 86.32238 

300 63.3173 63.4991 81.09126 86.629 

400 63.39948 63.56488 82.0158 88.12436 

450 63.44544 63.6053 82.23452 88.75012 

500 63.48828 63.63572 82.3031 89.06874 

550 63.53158 63.6861 82.66096 89.37056 

600 63.54358 63.83446 82.92942 89.4793 

650 63.56258 63.9225 83.10944 89.81896 

700 63.53298 63.84984 82.92414 89.7513 

800 59.33084 82.77488 82.77488 90.03552 

900 46.91614 42.07524 82.85676 89.89348 

1000 46.49422 41.6906 82.13696 89.82238 

1200 32.64846 32.31026 81.69408 89.73618 

1500 32.69418 32.56356 81.01392 89.55954 
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2000 22.45406 24.78756 78.95704 89.28658 

2500 14.98888 16.2589 78.35834 88.88214 

5000 7.16074 7.2304 74.73708 83.45296 

10000 6.78142 6.72256 40.1858 78.90306 

40000 4.231 4.23294 24.50626 39.68826 

100000 2.68304 7.39592 7.39592 19.18326 

120000 1.27164 1.27532 7.15588 9.93582 

150000 1.44276 1.25894 5.28588 9.24216 

200000 0.32348 0.1766 3.14044 6.48568 

 

6.3.1.4 Configuration 4 

The following results display the precision of this methodology when we kept only the geometry 
portion of the vectors, including the mean and variance features:  

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 64.758418 64.721421 74.162419 76.7361711 

10 62.927348 63.1648996 74.5399716 77.159213 

20 63.3622632 63.2691152 74.8103834 78.3692368 

30 63.2556114 63.3924434 75.4274262 77.8649918 

50 63.0356246 63.2347124 77.3570984 81.0865339 

100 63.1538598 63.2980264 78.2566986 84.2727264 

150 63.202801 63.2774472 79.2480532 85.2311356 

200 63.2810392 63.352981 78.5350066 85.5717362 

300 63.3450124 63.4414258 78.1094206 85.4472902 

400 63.562982 63.6182864 78.585083 85.7447496 

450 63.5372848 63.6429722 78.1661253 85.5242125 

500 63.664202 63.728762 78.7542496 86.0693482 

550 63.5625426 63.6247826 77.0916888 84.7353958 

600 63.6194026 63.8806848 78.489859 85.2558367 

650 63.6902362 63.7948172 77.843036 85.1210816 

700 63.7065758 63.9534714 77.9591036 84.649579 

800 63.774191 63.9599678 77.9092148 85.2790985 

900 63.8729932 64.1939056 77.649327 85.028795 

1000 63.9012786 64.1796544 77.5153242 85.2071075 

1200 63.8383362 64.2442448 77.925667 85.1152725 
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1500 64.0017146 64.390262 77.234465 84.4315764 

2000 64.0025532 64.4276228 77.7829776 84.8458848 

2500 64.1745864 64.4891816 77.1096634 83.80932 

5000 65.0361888 64.9457452 77.7553086 84.6959638 

10000 65.0873216 65.171386 78.6851698 85.632051 

40000 64.7459 64.7212106 76.9519576 84.5306702 

60000 64.2635276 64.4396268 76.8252672 84.339702 

100000 64.2388794 63.8673414 76.6687882 84.9305604 

120000 64.0193276 64.0310006 74.997566 83.4932724 

150000 64.207425 64.2179978 74.7484742 82.6237792 

170000 63.7179722 63.8926144 76.9134768 84.6005249 

200000 63.563719 63.9383748 76.4696104 84.2060242 

 

    

6.3.1.5 Configuration 5 

Next we tested the vectors with the features regarding only the textual information. The precision 
came out very low with this configuration because only a little fraction of the OSM entities contain 
information about their names.    

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

10 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

20 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

30 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

50 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

100 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

150 6.549118 5.824756 8.068158 8.168156 

200 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

300 6.549118 5.824756 8.068158 8.168156 

400 6.549118 5.824756 8.066486 8.166484 

450 6.471782 5.737992 7.8912232 8.10141 

500 6.210634 5.66614 7.6990672 8.059638 

550 6.210634 5.66614 7.6990672 8.059638 

600 6.310822 5.697888 7.7775992 8.123134 

650 6.210634 5.66614 7.6990672 8.059638 
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700 6.22678 5.6843608 7.739844 8.0848664 

800 6.210634 5.66614 7.6990672 8.059638 

900 6.128208 5.19328 7.3835502 8.080451 

1000 6.128208 5.19328 7.3835502 8.073767 

1200 5.698638 5.000294 7.2324442 8.14615 

1500 5.698638 5.000294 7.2324442 8.14615 

2000 5.698638 5.000294 7.2324442 8.14615 

2500 5.7343308 5.050616 7.2827662 8.212092 

5000 6.3016688 5.541852 7.437818 8.3207576 

10000 6.4421876 5.8363332 7.6775746 8.344598 

40000 6.6271784 5.94802 7.842086 8.286745 

60000 6.607061 5.911864 7.653384 8.144255 

100000 6.710432 6.0111074 7.8347192 8.260641 

120000 6.5516248 5.873518 7.7637352 8.179793 

150000 6.663814 5.917131 7.802642 8.2235368 

170000 6.6557634 5.9341966 7.8416788 8.200534 

200000 6.554428 5.941967 7.781142 8.2175172 

 

6.3.1.6 Configuration 6 

The following results show the precision achieved from using vectors that contained only the features 
regarding the geometry type of the OSM entities. The geometry types are polygon, linestring, linear ring, 
point, circle and rectangle.  

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 66.9519944 67.8630596 69.4475466 71.0349414 

10 63.8831926 63.879613 67.2355108 69.0605384 

20 63.8993826 63.906403 66.4621018 68.7448186 

30 63.9069328 63.9355972 68.3396942 69.2858176 

50 63.890519 63.8781432 69.5241352 75.4482892 

100 63.9177728 63.8985638 72.7915954 77.700598 

150 63.9027242 63.8772832 70.5033806 75.1709428 

200 63.894712 63.889003 72.0620988 75.4597442 

300 63.8909442 63.8888018 72.456032 76.3113754 

400 63.889113 63.8883316 70.7666398 78.0446732 

450 63.9093438 63.887178 70.8894632 73.6738512 

500 63.885907 63.8748078 71.6271818 74.421689 
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550 63.8932792 63.883032 70.7451326 74.4502762 

600 63.9018564 63.8914276 72.1253678 76.1311126 

650 49.7557864 53.9748054 60.2410378 71.5063274 

700 63.8806182 63.9131304 70.459905 74.8211046 

800 63.940132 63.892706 68.34602 72.0751632 

900 49.5342032 53.8413168 59.582303 64.686003 

1000 49.515686 53.836279 57.906758 62.8376954 

1200 63.8916844 63.8838604 69.1122734 71.1075508 

1500 63.8948478 63.898863 68.3232716 71.8290238 

2000 63.8992178 63.9071364 68.3758872 70.8961458 

2500 63.891408 63.9137666 67.258911 71.748935 

5000 63.9710692 63.9262142 68.6416982 70.6079224 

10000 63.943086 63.9273682 67.7714246 70.997226 

40000 49.5345124 53.8510258 67.8126652 69.9361614 

60000 63.8912802 63.8831298 67.6934464 73.2586824 

100000 50.8586252 54.7121924 69.644118 71.0488374 

120000 49.6466042 55.6831014 68.9231194 71.2125608 

150000 49.5233986 53.9276334 55.1082716 68.4276224 

170000 49.4831366 53.8240472 67.4163758 70.7977506 

200000 63.8740114 63.8739772 65.2531144 67.3357346 

    

6.3.1.7 Configuration 7 

In this case we set the vectors to contain boolean features that correspond to the number of points 
and the area of the entities.    

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 36.02416 43.53654 56.60852 63.94828 

10 43.2106 46.42032 61.15132 64.26768 

20 45.60302 49.36626 63.60776 67.6696 

30 45.58452 48.39754 65.4452 67.35846 

50 58.84794 57.13626 68.15272 70.14258 

100 59.64722 57.12654 68.33586 75.28038 

150 60.0989 58.71342 72.0549 76.73778 

200 45.82474 48.09104 71.97546 78.02328 

300 48.0598 50.96636 72.66356 79.00294 
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400 47.06046 49.26182 73.33362 77.93022 

450 48.55202 52.5299 73.0806 79.30936 

500 45.9812 49.9319 74.1038 79.64428 

550 46.77088 50.63572 73.21768 79.44976 

600 46.0638 49.68016 71.68718 78.4215 

650 46.00684 48.2289 73.73444 80.36374 

700 46.08922 49.97058 73.77108 79.8929 

800 46.41582 49.00362 72.70896 79.77858 

900 45.58568 48.24042 74.52258 80.06064 

1000 59.859 58.90496 71.42626 79.27908 

1200 59.91918 57.51314 72.73318 78.32434 

1500 47.69836 51.05964 71.93756 79.8478 

2000 58.2082 58.71508 72.5285 78.1164 

2500 60.34326 58.94198 73.6473 78.81198 

5000 60.68766 59.5795 71.74572 78.85292 

10000 63.1937 63.08202 70.73614 76.3091 

40000 62.06322 61.12062 71.18428 75.20698 

60000 62.50912 63.35726 70.31246 73.64802 

100000 64.43478 64.51702 71.07466 74.02534 

120000 64.2056 62.68192 70.1671 75.60394 

150000 64.08792 64.54632 69.914 75.25398 

170000 63.0736 63.7463 70.3903 73.91602 

200000 64.43746 64.66434 69.50002 74.59954 

 

6.3.1.8 Configuration 8 

For the next configuration, we kept only the mean and variance features. The precision came out as 
follows:  

c param Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

5 64.758418 64.721421 74.162419 76.7361711 

10 62.927348 63.1648996 74.5399716 77.159213 

20 63.3622632 63.2691152 74.8103834 78.3692368 

30 63.2556114 63.3924434 75.4274262 77.8649918 

50 63.0356246 63.2347124 77.3570984 81.0865339 

100 63.1538598 63.2980264 78.2566986 84.2727264 
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150 63.202801 63.2774472 79.2480532 85.2311356 

200 63.2810392 63.352981 78.5350066 85.5717362 

300 63.3450124 63.4414258 78.1094206 85.4472902 

400 63.562982 63.6182864 78.585083 85.7447496 

450 63.5372848 63.6429722 78.1661253 85.5242125 

500 63.664202 63.728762 78.7542496 86.0693482 

550 63.5625426 63.6247826 77.0916888 84.7353958 

600 63.6194026 63.8806848 78.489859 85.2558367 

650 63.6902362 63.7948172 77.843036 85.1210816 

700 63.7065758 63.9534714 77.9591036 84.649579 

800 63.774191 63.9599678 77.9092148 85.2790985 

900 63.8729932 64.1939056 77.649327 85.028795 

1000 63.9012786 64.1796544 77.5153242 85.2071075 

1200 63.8383362 64.2442448 77.925667 85.1152725 

1500 64.0017146 64.390262 77.234465 84.4315764 

2000 64.0025532 64.4276228 77.7829776 84.8458848 

2500 64.1745864 64.4891816 77.1096634 83.80932 

5000 65.0361888 64.9457452 77.7553086 84.6959638 

10000 65.0873216 65.171386 78.6851698 85.632051 

40000 64.7459 64.7212106 76.9519576 84.5306702 

60000 64.2635276 64.4396268 76.8252672 84.339702 

100000 64.2388794 63.8673414 76.6687882 84.9305604 

120000 64.0193276 64.0310006 74.997566 83.4932724 

150000 64.207425 64.2179978 74.7484742 82.6237792 

170000 63.7179722 63.8926144 76.9134768 84.6005249 

200000 63.563719 63.9383748 76.4696104 84.2060242 

 

6.3.2 KNN algorithm on Clusters 
In this method we perform a clustering process of the OSM instances in order to group them in similar 

clusters. We applied different clustering methods in order to examine different clustering solutions and tried 
different average instances per cluster for every particular case. Upon the clustering process being 
performed, we compute the cosine similarity or the euclidian distance of the new instances on the average 
vectors of the clusters and based on the produced scores, we recommend the respective classes of the 
clusters.   

6.3.2.1 Configuration 1 

For the first case we used the graph clustering method. In this method, the desired k-way clustering 
solution is computed by first modelling the objects  using a nearest-neighbour graph (each object becomes 
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a vertex, and each object is connected to its most similar other objects), and then splitting the graph into k-
clusters using a min-cut  graph partitioning algorithm. 

Note that if the graph contains more than one connected  component, the clustering process returns a 
(k + m)-way clustering solution, where m is the number of connected components in the graph. For this 
reason we cannot define an exact number for the desired average instances per cluster. The similarity 
function used for the clustering process is euclidian distance. The clustering criterion function used in finding 
the clusters for the graph partition method selects a cluster-weighted single-link criterion function.  

The clustering process that decides which cluster to bisect next, selects the cluster whose bisection will 
optimize the value of the overall clustering criterion function the most. Note that in this case (graph 
clustering method) the overall criterion function is evaluated in terms of the ratio cut, so as to prevent (up 
to a point) the creation of very small clusters. However, this method is not 100% robust and it might 
produce very large and very small clusters.  

The type of the nearest-neighbor graph that is being constructed with the graph clustering method is 
Symmetric-Direct. A graph is constructed so that there will be an edge between two objects u and v if and 
only if both of them are in the nearest-neighbor lists of each other. That is, v is one of the nearest 
neighbors of u and vice versa. The weight of this edge is set equal to the similarity of the objects (or 
inversely related to their distance).  

The vectors produced for this case contained textual and geometry features without the mean and 
variance values. The results are shown below:  

Average instances per cluster Test set 

 p1 p5 p10 

60 7.922 11.224 12.462 

55 11.25 13.382 14.842 

50 11.302 11.122 13.53 

45 10.71 11.748 12.932 

40 11.28 11.936 13.378 

35 8.186 9.58 12.792 

30 8.502 10.594 10.594 

25 7.776 10.02 10.904 

 

6.3.2.2 Configuration 2 

The second case we kept the same configuration as above adding to the test instances the class 
features. The results are shown below: 

Average instances per cluster Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

70 85.222 73.064 87.018 86.49 

65 85.862 72.764 87.24 87.665 

60 85.114 74.1 87.502 87.64 

55 86.428 76.092 87.92 88.15 
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50 86.51 75.648 88.73 88.12 

45 87.644 78.258 88.884 88.155 

40 88.454 89.676 89.676 88.35 

35 89.822 87.77 89.82 89.14 

30 90.86 89.126 89.978 89.55 

25 91.308 89.308 90.138 89.595 

    

6.3.2.3 Configuration 3 

In this configuration we changed the clustering method to repeated bisections. In this method, the 
desired k-way clustering solution is computed by performing a sequence of k − 1 repeated bisections. In 
this approach, the matrix is first clustered into two groups, then one of these groups is selected and 
bisected further. This process continues until the desired number of clusters is found. During each step, the 
cluster is bisected so that the resulting 2-way clustering solution optimizes the clustering criterion function. 
The decision for the cluster that will be selected for further partitioning is chosen as the previous 
configurations as well as the similarity function for the clustering process. The clustering criterion function 
used in finding the clusters is:    

maximize 
∑
i=1

k
1
ni
√∑v,u∈S i

sim ( v,u )
 

where k is the total number of clusters, S is the total objects to be clustered, 
S i  is the set of objects 

assigned to the i-th cluster, 
ni  is the number of objects in the i----th cluster, v and u represent two objects, 

and sim(v, u) is the similarity between two objects. 

Last, we set the instance vectors to contain only textual and geometry features excluding the mean 
and variance features.  

Average instances per cluster Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

70 30.17602 28.9187 30.4707 32.0967 

65 34.1547 33.7167 36.87338 38.11204 

60 29.15738 32.8907 42.56004 45.50202 

55 40.5427 44.05336 49.12938 49.93604 

50 40.39872 38.88468 52.70804 55.51536 

45 42.48136 41.37336 54.22402 55.30538 

40 45.14404 47.46402 47.46402 55.51138 

35 41.00538 44.28402 48.79872 54.61136 

30 39.74536 40.17936 45.38404 50.2147 

25 38.17468 28.76868 37.28138 38.85604 
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6.3.2.4 Configuration 4 

In this approach we kept the same configuration as above but we changed the vectors of the train set 
OSM instances. We added the relation features and the mean and variance as two single double values in 
the geometry features of both train and test sets. The results are shown below: 

Average instances per cluster Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

100 53.3746 60.4359 62.1846 62.1939 

90 57.268 64.6163 67.4998 67.5065 

80 48.9323 58.3669 68.4499 68.4566 

75 54.4469 44.1044 48.2097 48.2256 

70 54.5625 46.0626 50.2085 50.2141 

65 56.6777 46.5346 50.8081 50.8129 

60 53.1712 51.1931 51.1931 51.1963 

55 56.3708 47.4642 51.7927 51.8095 

50 55.4945 48.4975 52.9528 52.9607 

45 59.9593 48.8028 53.2781 53.2813 

40 57.9271 49.5930 54.3329 54.8136 

35 64.3628 50.4453 55.5575 55.5599 

30 60.5637 51.7935 56.6594 56.6626 

25 66.4700 39.9473 57.2334 57.2374 

20 73.7740 53.3914 64.4337 64.4337 

15 74.8918 57.0375 66.0364 66.0364 

 

6.3.2.5 Configuration 5 

In this case, we kept the same configuration as above, but we expressed the mean and variance 
feature as boolean values divided in appropriate intervals representing the range of the mean and variance 
values. The results of this approach came out really bad, because the mean and variance features become 
dominant in the average cluster vectors and the cosine similarity fails to classify the new instances in a 
proper cluster.  

Average instances per cluster Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

70 0.10478 0.07982 0.24826 0.67508 

65 0.01188 0.00762 0.04972 0.16888 

60 0.00508 0.0059 0.01592 0.05694 

55 0.00344 0.00254 0.00254 0.0034 

50 0.00258 0.00084 0.00166 0.0034 

45 0.00174 0 0 0 
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40 0.00086 0 0 0 

35 0.00086 0 0 0 

30 0.00086 0 0 0 

25 0 0 0 0 

    

6.3.2.6 Configuration 6 

After the above bad results, we decided to use euclidian distance to compute the distance between 
the new instances and the average cluster vectors. The kept the rest of the configuration the same and the 
results improved only for the recommendation of the first 5 and 10 classes: 

Average instances per cluster Validation set Test set 

 p1 p1 p5 p10 

75 0 0 2.78852 12.4948 

70 0 0 1.02722 17.0713 

65 0 0 2.72422 27.9018 

60 0 0 11.12142 23.5829 

55 0 0 14.867 27.7553 

50 0 0 5.49952 23.3417 

45 0 5.69346 5.69346 35.1082 

40 0 0 4.23102 26.2523 

35 0 0 8.37146 26.8286 

30 0.0025 0.0051 12.0748 31.9669 

25 0 0 13.8251 46.5748 

20 0 0 25.4962 64.8781 

15 0.0017 0.33 48.9561 78.1077 

6.3.3 Naive KNN algorithm on OSM entities 
The naive KNN method produces a training set consisting of simple OSM geospatial entities. The 

produced training vectors include features regarding the geometry, OSM relations and textual information of 
the OSM instances. Subsequently, for the similarity measure we follow two calculation strategies: 

First, we calculate a custom similarity based on the cosine similarity of the vectors. The formula used 
for this method is:  

Score = cosineSimilarity + 2*(1 - areaDistance) + 2*(1 - pointsDistance) 
areaDistance = |trainedArea – testArea| / max(trainedArea, testArea) 
pointsDistance = |trainedPoints – testPoints| / max(trainedPoints, testPoints) 

The second method uses a formula based on euclidian distance and computes the distance between 
the OSM instances in the feature space. The formula we used for this metric is: 

Score = (1- euclidianDistance / maxEuclidian) + 2*(1 - areaDistance) + 2*(1 - pointsDistance) 
areaDistance = |trainedArea – testArea| / max(trainedArea, testArea) 
pointsDistance = |trainedPoints – testPoints| / max(trainedPoints, testPoints) 

We ran the following configuration for the experimental evaluation of the naive KNN: 
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6.3.3.1 Configuration 1 

In the first configuration the vectors produced for the train set contained features for the direct/indirect 
classes of the entity, geometry features including 2 features for the mean and variance values of the 
geometry expressed as double values in two single features in each instance vector. The following results 
demonstrate the precision for the two methods respectively. 

based on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similarity    

 Test set 

Folds  P
1111
 P

5
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.5076 0.6512 0.6877 

Fold2 0.4543 0.7444 0.7963 

Fold3 0.3636 0.6895 0.7764 

Fold4 0.5084 0.6980 0.7518 

Fold5 0.4403 0.6328 0.7013 

Average 0.4548 0.6832 0.7427 
 

based on based on based on based on euclidian distanceeuclidian distanceeuclidian distanceeuclidian distance    

 Test set 

Folds  P
1111
 P

5
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.5107 0.6539 0.6917 

Fold2 0.4777 0.7554 0.8015 

Fold3 0.3832 0.7058 0.7856 

Fold4 0.5140 0.7049 0.7571 

Fold5 0.4452 0.6392 0.7058 

Average 0.4662 0.6918 0.7483 

 

6.3.3.2 Configuration 2 

In the second configuration we included also class features and features for the OSM relations, as well 
as geometry and textual features for the instance vectors. For the geometry portion, the mean and variance 
values are expressed as boolean features in the vector, divided in appropriate intervals representing the 
range of the mean and variance values. The precision for each similarity metric is shown below:   

Based on cosine similarityBased on cosine similarityBased on cosine similarityBased on cosine similarity    

 Test set 

Folds  P
1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.3094 0.3127 0.3146 

Fold2 0.8920 0.8986 0.9022 

Fold3 0.7509 0.7590 0.7623 

Fold4 0.4307 0.4366 0.4392 

Fold5 0.4155 0.4218 0.4244 

Average 0.5597 0.5657 0.5685 
 

Based on euclidian distanceBased on euclidian distanceBased on euclidian distanceBased on euclidian distance    
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 Test set 

Folds  P
1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.8600 0.8779 0.8859 

Fold2 0.9420 0.9542 0.9590 

Fold3 0.9269 0.9472 0.9547 

Fold4 0.9101 0.9316 0.9404 

Fold5 0.9011 0.9251 0.9334 

Average 0.9080 0.9272 0.9346 
 

6.3.3.3 Configuration 3 

For the third configuration we kept only the geometry and textual features of the vectors in the train 
set. We also excluded the mean and variance features.     

based on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similarity    

 Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

5
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.8065 0.8095 0.8147 

Fold2 0.3341 0.6034 0.7194 

Fold3 0.5063 0.5877 0.6979 

Fold4 0.8389 0.8556 0.8631 

Fold5 0.7922 0.7938 0.8049 

Average 0.6556 0.7300 0.7800 

 

Based on euclidian distanceBased on euclidian distanceBased on euclidian distanceBased on euclidian distance    

 Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

5
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.8065 0.8093 0.8149 

Fold2 0.3341 0.6044 0.7201 

Fold3 0.5050 0.5876 0.6988 

Fold4 0.8389 0.8561 0.8634 

Fold5 0.7922 0.7941 0.8051 

Average 0.6553 0.7303 0.7805 

 

6.3.3.4 Configuration 4 

In the following results, we set the vectors to contain the features regarding only the geometry, 
including the mean and variance:    

based based based based on cosine similarityon cosine similarityon cosine similarityon cosine similarity    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.1139 0.0976 0.1081 0.1155 

Fold2 0.0958 0.4507 0.4810 0.5121 
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Fold3 0.3326 0.2520 0.2967 0.3245 

Fold4 0.3390 0.1574 0.1793 0.1937 

Fold5 0.1620 0.1157 0.1392 0.1522 

Average 0.2086 0.2146 0.2408 0.2596 
 

based on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distance    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.4963 0.5464 0.6391 0.6628 

Fold2 0.5432 0.4706 0.5302 0.5775 

Fold3 0.3523 0.3529 0.4677 0.5321 

Fold4 0.4375 0.5388 0.6405 0.6754 

Fold5 0.5313 0.4769 0.6027 0.6420 

Average 0.4721 0.4771 0.5760 0.6179 
 

6.3.3.5 Configuration 5 

In this case we kept only the textual features of the vectors and the precision achieved came out very 
low due to the lack of textual information of the most OSM entities.    

based on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similarity    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.4261 0.5085 0.5085 0.5085 

Fold2 0.5085 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 

Fold3 0.0129 0.0130 0.0130 0.0130 

Fold4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Fold5 0.0 0.0069 0.0069 0.0069 

Average 0.1895 0.1081 0.1081 0.1081 

    

based on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distance    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.4487 0.5319 0.5422 0.5454 

Fold2 0.5292 0.1022 0.1355 0.1436 

Fold3 0.1034 0.0617 0.0786 0.0836 

Fold4 0.0615 0.0250 0.0328 0.0361 

Fold5 0.0250 0.0361 0.0449 0.0492 

Average 0.2335 0.1513 0.1668 0.1715 
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6.3.3.6 Configuration 6 

The precision displayed below was achieved by setting the vectors to have only the geometry type 
features (polygon, linestring, linear ring, point,  circle, rectangle).    

based on cosine based on cosine based on cosine based on cosine similaritysimilaritysimilaritysimilarity    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.0749 0.0582 0.0583 0.0585 

Fold2 0.0743 0.3005 0.3009 0.3011 

Fold3 0.4164 0.3034 0.3048 0.3068 

Fold4 0.1765 0.0781 0.0804 0.0819 

Fold5 0.0913 0.0709 0.0719 0.0729 

Average 0.1666 0.1622 0.1632 0.1642 

    

based on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distance    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.3701 0.4408 0.5270 0.5394 

Fold2 0.5775 0.7390 0.7517 0.7564 

Fold3 0.0181 0.0966 0.1425 0.1563 

Fold4 0.0948 0.3749 0.4504 0.4620 

Fold5 0.3669 0.3576 0.4517 0.4680 

Average 0.2854 0.4017 0.4646 0.4764 
 

6.3.3.7 Configuration 7 

In this case, we kept only the features regarding the number of points of the geometry and the 
features regarding the area. Those features are again expressed as boolean values.    

    

based onbased onbased onbased on    cosine similaritycosine similaritycosine similaritycosine similarity    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.0355 0.0355 0.0355 0.0355 

Fold2 0.0394 0.1040 0.1040 0.1040 

Fold3 0.6234 0.4170 0.4170 0.4170 

Fold4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Fold5 0.2708 0.3138 0.3138 0.3138 

Average 0.1938 0.1740 0.1740 0.1740 
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based on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distance    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.4932 0.4932 0.5757 0.5918 

Fold2 0.5493 0.5316 0.5448 0.5494 

Fold3 0.2704 0.3126 0.3601 0.3748 

Fold4 0.3332 0.4854 0.5626 0.5747 

Fold5 0.5374 0.4752 0.5706 0.5874 

Average 0.4367 0.4596 0.5227 0.5356 
 

6.3.3.8 Configuration 8 

Finally, we kept only the features regarding the mean and variance as boolean values:    

based on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similaritybased on cosine similarity    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.4223 0.5045 0.5045 0.5045 

Fold2 0.0342 0.0088 0.0088 0.0088 

Fold3 0.0125 0.0861 0.0861 0.0861 

Fold4 0.4400 0.1893 0.1893 0.1893 

Fold5 0.3941 0.3567 0.3567 0.3567 

Average 0.2606 0.2290 0.2290 0.2290 
 

based on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distancebased on euclidian distance    

 Validation set Test set 

Folds  P
1
 P

1111
 P

5555
 P

10
 

Fold1  0.4937 0.5503 0.6473 0.6749 

Fold2 0.5391 0.4666 0.5533 0.6161 

Fold3 0.4045 0.3805 0.5259 0.6001 

Fold4 0.4571 0.5488 0.6623 0.7009 

Fold5 0.5328 0.4671 0.6058 0.6473 

Average 0.4854 0.4826 0.5989 0.6478 
 


